Snowball

*Tune: Are You Sleeping?*

Make a snowball, make a snowball. (Pretend to make a snowball)
Throw it now, throw it now. (Use throwing motion)
Make a snowball, make a snowball. (Pretend to make a snowball)
Throw it now, throw it now. (Use throwing motion)
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I'm a Little Snowman

Tune: I'm a Little Teapot

I'm a little snowman short and fat. Here are my buttons, here is my hat. When the sun comes out, I can't play. I just slowly melt away!
The Mittens on My Hands

Tune: Wheels on the Bus

The mittens on my hands,
Keep me warm,
Keep me warm,
The mittens on my hands,
Keep me warm,
All winter long!
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5 Little Snowmen Chant

Five little snowmen on a snowy day. The first one said, "Let's play, what do you say?" The second one said, "Let's stomp on the ground." The third one said, "Let's roll around." The fourth one said, "Let's run and run and run." The fifth one said, "I'm afraid I feel the sun." "Oh dear," cried the snowmen, as they looked toward the sky. And the five melting snowmen waved a fond goodbye!
The Mitten Chant

Here is a mitten, (hold up one hand)
A snug, fuzzy one – (rub palms together)
With a place for my fingers, (wiggle 4 fingers)
And a place for my thumb. (wiggle thumb)

Here are two mittens, (hold up 2 hands)
A colorful sight. (move hands back and forth)
One for my left hand, (hold up left hand)
And one for my right. (hold up right hand).

Here are our mittens, (hold up two hands)
As soft as can be. (stroke the back of the hand)
A warm pair for you, (point to a neighbor)
And a warm pair for me! (point to yourself)
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10 Little Snowflakes
_Tune: 10 Little Indians_

One little, two little, three little snowflakes,
Four little, five little, six little snowflakes,
Seven little, eight little, nine little snowflakes,
Ten little snowflakes on my tongue! (stick tongue out)

One little, two little, three little snowflakes,
Four little, five little, six little snowflakes,
Seven little, eight little, nine little snowflakes,
Ten little snowflakes on my hat! (pat head)

One little, two little, three little snowflakes,
Four little, five little, six little snowflakes,
Seven little, eight little, nine little snowflakes,
Ten little snowflakes on my mittens! (wiggle hands)

One little, two little, three little snowflakes,
Four little, five little, six little snowflakes,
Seven little, eight little, nine little snowflakes,
Ten little snowflakes on my boots! (point to feet)
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You put your right mitten in, you take your right mitten out,
You put your right mitten in and you shake it all about.
You do the Snowkey Pokey and you turn yourself around.
That's what it's all about.

Additional verses:
You put your left mitten in
You put your scarf in
You put your right boot in
You put your left boot in
You put your hat in
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Favorite Number Mitten

*A great transition for times such as washing hands or getting backpacks*

*Put a number sticker on several felt mittens.*
*Hold up two mittens and ask: “Which number do you like the best, (number) or (number)?”*  
*Take the number they save and keep it in your hands, while you say goodbye to the other number.*  
*Then that child goes and washes hands. Repeat until all have had a turn.*

**TIPS -**
Start with numbers 0-10 and add in the numbers 11-20 when children are ready. If you are too busy, have an advanced student play teacher.